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Abstract

As a continuation of the previous publication NRF�� in LB I���� Springer and compilation of

low�lying levels in LB ���	 we started collection of recently produced nuclear data important for

the check of 
ne� and super
ne�structures in neutron resonance spacing and positions� These

structures are considered as a part of a common tuning e�ect in nuclear excitations and nuclear

binding energies� Tuning e�ect consists in an appearance of stable mass�energy intervals close

or rational� to the electromagnetic mass di�erences of the nucleon� electron and pion and

the presence of the scaling e�ects similar to the QED radiative correction for the electron�

We observe long�range correlations in all sets of data excitations E�� neutron resonances and

binding energies EB��

� Introduction

In previous works ����� motivation for production of neutron resonance parameters compi�
lation NRF�	 �	� was described� There is a great advantage of new data over existed in the
published papers due to continuation of data�production by GELINA and other spectrom�
eters� GELINA has a superior energy resolution in measurements at its long base�lines�
There is a hope that new results will be obtained not only in CERN n�Tof measurements
but also at GELINA� Recent plans for measurements with RPI and ORELA accelerators
and with DANCE were considered in �	�� As an example� in Table � numbers of resonances

NB� measured by Schillebeeackx 
GELINA�� Fujii 
n�Tof� and Koehler 
ORELA� not
included in �	� are presented together with the total number of resonances in NRF�	�

Table �� Numbers of neutron resonances in new measurements NB� and NRF�� N��

Isotope NB�N

���Rh many���
���Os �����		

Isotope NB�N

���Os 	���	��
���Os �������

Isotope NB�N

��	Pt 		���
��
Pt 	�����

Isotope NB�N

���Pt �	���
���Pb many����

Results obtained in the previous study of nonstatistical e�ects in neutron resonances
described in ������ are presented in Table � where the tuning e�ects in particle masses

three �rst sections in the Table� and in nuclear excitations and neutron resonances 
two
bottom sections� are given together� The �rst section contains top�quark mass mt� vector
boson mass MZ and preliminary values 
ML�� MH� of mass�groupings observed at LEP�
Relation 	���� in their values is discussed in ������ 
MH � Higgs�boson mass�� Tuning e�ect
in particle masses is represented by muon and pion masses and nucleon ��excitation which
are close to integers with a common period ����me 
numbers n��	������ in the top line
of Table ���

�



Values of particle masses and stable nuclear intervals are presented as the parameter
����me multiplied by the factor ���� of the power x 
x����������� This QED parameter
� � �	��� is used to compare values situated one under another in di�erent sections of
the Table� MH and the main QCD low�energy parameter m� are boxed�
The third section of the top part of the Table contains accurately known value me� mass
splitting of the nucleon 
�mN� and the shift of accurately known neutron mass relative to
integer numbers N��������� of the me 
boxed�� Ratio �N������
�� keV������
�� and
similar observed ������ long�range correlations in nuclear binding energies demonstrate
the fact that nucleon masses and nucleon interactions described by QCD � theory of strong
interaction � show tuning e�ects which could be observed also in nuclear excitations 
E��
and nuclear binding energies 
EB�� It was discussed long ago that there is some sort
of a correspondence between E� and EB which is responsible for empirically observed
correlations in neutron resonance positions 
di�erences between E� and Sn��EB��

Table �� Presentation of parameters of tuning e�ects in particle masses three upper parts

with x���������� and in nuclear excitations by the expression n���me�����
x� � m with

QED parameter � � ������ One asterisk marks stable nuclear intervals observed earlier in

excitations and neutron resonances ������ two asterisks mark intervals found in this work� �np
is the parameter of nucleon residual interaction ����� values related to ����mt�MH with the

QED parameter �Z���	�� and the shift in the neutron mass are boxed�
x m n�� n��	 n��� n��� n��� n���
�� 	�� mt������

GeV ��� ML����

� MZ���� MH����

� � ��me�� m������� 
f���	�� m� �me m��mN������

MeV 	 M ��

q�m��� M �

q���� Mq������EB

� � n��mn�me������
�� ����me�	

keV 	 me�������
� �mN���	�	�
��

� � ����� ��	 �	� ��� �������� �����o�������
keV � � ����� ���� 	�	 	��� 	���� �np

� ����� 	���� 	����
	 	��� 	� ��� ���������� ������o��
	 	��� ���� �����
� 	 ��� �	�� ����� ��������� ��������
� ���� �	�� ���������� ��	��
� �����
� �����
� �	��� ��� ��� �������������
� �	� ��� �����
� ��� ������ ����� ��	��Do �	����	���
� �	�� ����� ��	�� �	���
�� �����

� � ������ ��	 ��� ��� D in neutron
eV ��� �� ���� �������� resonances

�



� Tuning e�ects in nuclear excitations

The grouping of excitation energies can be explained by theoretical models� For example�
maximum at E������ keV in E��distribution for all nondeformed nuclei 
A����� shown
in Fig�� 
top left� corresponds to stable values of �� excitations in Z�magic tin isotopes�

Table �� Energy levels of Z������ nuclei with E� keV� close to �o����� keV��me �����

AZ �	As ��As ��Se �
Se ��Se ��Br ��Br di�� ��Br ��Br ��Br

E�
� �o� ������ ���	�� ����� ������ ������ �����	 ������ ��� ���	�� ������ ������

Fig��� Top� Total distribution of excitation energies E� of all nuclei with A���� ���� left��

The same for nuclei with Z������ in three di�erent energy regions top right and bottom��

Another maximum in this distribution at E���o����� keV corresponds to e�ects in
several groups of nuclei� for example� with Z�		�	� 
Table 	�� Here the grouping at
E���o is accompanied by a small splitting in ��Br 
about ��� keV or �o������� Presence
of small splitting in odd�odd spherical nuclei was discussed in ������� during the analysis
of energies of ��ray transitions performed in ����� The nonstatistical character of spacing
D in � nuclei was represented by the expression E��D�
�o����� keV��N 
N�integer� see
also ��������� The �rst time such e�ect was mentioned in ��	��

The stable character of excitations of E������ keV in nuclei around tin 
Fig � top
right ����� is supported by stable spacing D��o in ��
Sn ���� In nuclei around tin maxima
in E��distribution 
Fig�� bottom left� correspond to stable � excitations E������ keV
and ��� keV in �������Sn� We observe a series of maxima separated by the interval
�		 keV���� keV��� and stable E����� keV���� keV�� 
Fig�� bottom right��

	



Fig��� Top� Total distribution of excitation energies E� in Z�odd nuclei with Z��	 ��	� left��

Spacing distributions of low�lying levels in ��F and ��Na top right� center left� n��� and �����

Spacing distribution of all known levels of ��F number of levels n���� �������� center right��

Bottom� Distribution of intervals adjacent to x�Do�� in
��F maxima at DAIM�Do and �Do��

The grouping of excitations in light nuclei 
Z��� at values E��Do coinciding with
nucleon mass splitting �mN���	�	 keV and �Do 
Fig�� top left� was noticed in �������

The following con�rmation of these intervals was obtained� Clear nonstatistical ef�
fect was found in D�distributions of ��F and ��Na 
nuclei di�ering by ��cluster� shown
in Fig��� Stable intervals D��	� keV are exactly equal to the half of the �rst � ex�
citation E�������� keV in ��Ne 
another common interval D������ keV is close to

	���Do��� keV ������ The inclusion in the analysis of all known excited states of ��F�
mainly from charged�particles resonances data 
n���� ����� resulted in the distribution
shown in Fig�� 
center right� where the interval ��� keV�Do�� equal to a half of the �rst
� excitation D������ keV between T�� levels of �	Na 
��� keV���� keV� is more
pronounced than D��	� keV in low�energy data� To check this interval we use so�called
AIM�method 
Adjacent Interval Method� which consists of �xation of all levels separated
by intervals 
x� forming maximum in D�distribution 
here� interval to D�x���� keV� and
calculating distribution of all spacing 
DAIM � from �xed levels to all other levels in the
spectrum� Obtained maxima at DAIM���� keV�Do������ keV and ������ keV��Do


Fig�� bottom� con�rm the stable character of intervals Do close to �mN�

�



Fig��� Top� Spacing distribution in all excited states of 	�Ca left� number of levels n����

including resonances from 	�Kp� ��	�Ca and ��Ar�� ��	�Ca reactions�� Results of application

of AIM method to the spectrum of 	�Ca� DAIM���� keV for x���� keV and DAIM���� keV

for x����� keV top right� bottom left�� Spacing distribution in levels of ��Ar bottom right��

For the check of the discussed stable character of excitations and intervals in light nuclei

related with nucleon mass di�erence Do��mN���	 keV and �o��me� data on light
nuclei close to 	�Ca were used� Clear e�ect at D��o������ keV in 	�Ca 
Fig�	 top left�
averaging interval ��	 keV� was obtained� This interval is a half of D����� keV��o��me

in ��Ar 
Fig�	 bottom right� �E�� keV� noticed earlier ��������
Applying the AIM method to intervals D�x���� keV in all known states of 	�Ca an

indication on intervalsDAIM��	� keV and ���� keV�
���Do were obtained� It is shown
in Fig�	 as the distribution of adjacent intervals for x���� keV 
in the upwards direction�
and as DAIM �distribution for x����� keV 
in downwards direction� �E�� keV��

In the discussed group of nuclei around tin three additional e�ects withDo were found�
�� The grouping of values E� ���� keV� Do�� in Z������ odd nuclei 
see Fig�� top

left�� four of these values E� in Sb�isotopes are marked in Table � 
right��
�� E�ect of the monotonic increasing energies of the �rst excitations in A�odd Sb�

isotopes are well�known� Energies in this sequence of levels 
in isotopes with �N���
boxed in Table �� can be expressed as E��n�
��� keV�Do��� starting from the single�
particle energy �� keV������ keV in the near�magic isotope at N�����

	� Intervals D�	���	�	 keV�
����Do and ������� keV�
	���Do in neighbor �������Cd

N�����	� were noticed in ����� Application of AIM�method to x�������� keV resulted
in DAIM �distributions with maxima at ��	�	�	����������� keV 
all intervals correspond
to integer numbers k�����	���� of the period ��� keV�Do����

�



Fig��� Top� Total distribution of excitation energies E� of nuclei with Z������ �����	� left��

spacing distribution in all neutron resonances of the compound ��	Sb �������� right��

Bottom� Distribution of intervals adjacent to D�x���� eV in all neutron resonances of ��	Sb�

maxima at ��� and ���� eV show the long�range correlation e�ect in the spectrum ������

Table �� Comparison of E� keV� in Z��� nuclei with n���� keV�Do���� boxed are E� of

the ��� states g�s� spins are ����� with the linear trend and the step of ��� keV starting

from the single�particle energy of 	�� keV������ keV in ���Sb N���� �����

AZ ���Sb ���Sb ���Sb ���Sb ��
Sb ���Sb ��
Sb ���Sb ���Sb ���Sb ���Sb

N �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
�J� � � � � � � 	� � �  � 
��

E� ���� ���� ���� ���� 		��� ����	 ���� ���� ��� ���� ���
nDo

�
� ��� ��� ��� 	�	 ��� ��� ��� � ��� ���

n � � � 	 � � � � � � 	
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� New analysis of spacing in near�magic �Pd� �Pd

Recently published compilation of excited states of all nuclei ���� allowed new analysis of
spacing distribution of many nuclei� Two palladium 
Z��������� isotopes with N������
not considered in the group of Z������ nuclei where selected by the fact that there is a
equidistancy in the ground�state excitations 
�J��� in the �rst of them 
with the single
valence neutron N����� above the magic core�� In both independent spacing distribu�
tions stable interval D�Do���	 keV is clearly visible 
two parts of Fig��� together with
the stable interval D����� keV equal to the half of stable E���������� keV in distri�
bution of excitations of nuclei with Z������ in Fig��� In sum distribution for �����Pd the
maximum at D����� keV has r�m�s� deviation 	 �
 
Fig��� and additional maxima at
D���� keV� Do�� and D���� keV��o�� are clearly seen�

Fig��� Spacing distribution in ��Pd top� and the same in ��Pd bottom�� Arrows mark positions

of stable intervals in both energy spectra� the second grouping in ��Pd includes equidistant

�J�� excitation in this nucleus with one valence neutron N�����

�



Fig��� Sum of spacing distributions in �����Pd in two di�erent energy regions� intervals ��� and

��	� keV are in approximate ��� relation� all intervals are marked by two asterisks in Table ��

�



� Inclusion of neutron resonance data

In neutron resonances of near�magic compound ��	Sb a system of stable super�ne�structure
intervals multiple with ��� eV������ ���� was found as series of intervals with periods
�� eV����� and �� eV����� ����	�� In spacing distribution stable intervals D�	�	 eV��������

and ��� eV��	����� are clearly seen 
Fig�� top right�� Intervals DAIM���� eV��������

and ���� eV�������� 
two� and fourfold�values of initial x� were found by AIM�method�
The intervalD��� eV�������� was found also in ��Br 
Fig�� bottom right�� Intervals

D���� eV andD�������� eV�������� were found in neighbor ��	Rh and ��
Pd 
Fig����
By the AIM method 
x���� eV� ���Pd� intervals DAIM���� eV������ 
Fig��� top
right� averaging interval � eV� are shown� A simultaneous appearance of intervalsDo� �Do

and Do�� in low�lying levels of oddSb� �����Pd and small intervals multiple with ��� eV in
resonances of ��	Sb� ��	Rh� ���Pd were used for the indirect check of intervals Do� If com�
pare small interval�period ����
�� eV���� eV�� and large interval D���	
�� keV�Do

in �����Pd 
as �mN���	�	 keV� despite a di�erence of � neutrons between ��Pd 
low
energy� and ���Pd 
high excitations� their ratio ���� keV���	�	 keV������
	������

coinciding with ���� will be found 
see also ���������	����

Fig�	� Top� Spacing distribution in neutron resonances in compound nucleus ��
Pd number of

resonances n����� left� and distribution of intervals adjacent to x���	��� eV distribution in

downwards direction�� interval DAIM���	��� eV is close to ��	� eV�������� eV right��

Bottom� Spacing distributions in neutron resonances of compound nucleus ��	Rh sum of dis�

tributions for ��� s�resonances and ��� p�resonances�� the same for all resonances in ��Br�





Fig�
� Spacing distribution in levels of ��Zr number of states n������� marked period ��� keV�

Another application of neutron resonance data is the expanding of spectroscopic infor�
mation for near�magic nuclei� For example� results from the performed earlier analysis ����
of neutron resonance data for target nucleus ��Y can be considered as the supplementary
to the information obtained from analysis of data on low�lying excitation of nuclei around
Zr �	��	�� from new high�resolution ��scattering experiments 
not included in ������

In Fig����� results of the study of grouping e�ects in spacing distribution of levels
in ��Sr� ��Y� ��Zr� ���������Mo and �	�Pr 
mainly 
�� �� data� are presented� Clearly seen
periodicity in maxima in spacing distribution of the double�magic nucleus ��Zr 
period of
��� keV is marked in Fig�� with arrows�� Intervals ��� keV����� keV����� keV form an
exact ratio ����� with D���� keV�
������� keV� Intervals D���� keV and D���� keV
in two independent spacing distributions for ��Mo and ���Mo 
see top and bottom parts
of Fig�� can be related as ��	�� to intervals 	� keV and ��� keV in spacing distribution
and DAIM �distribution in these nuclei 
for x��	 keV� marked with arrow�� Small interval
D��	 keV in ��Mo coincides with splitting �	��� keV������ keV in low�lying � and �

excitations of this nucleus� while the � excitation is close to 	���� keV���� keV�
Spacing distributions in ��Y and ��Y and D�distribution in highly�excited states of ��Y

seen as neutron resonances are shown in Fig���� Study of neutron resonance data with
AIM�method allowed conclusion that intervals ��� keV and ��� keV seen in low�energy
part of spectra preserve their discrete character at higher excitations� As a result intervals
D������ keV and ����� keV 
with spacing 	��� keV� are appearing simultaneously �����
The maximum at DAIM������ keV is shown here 
Fig��� bottom left� for x������ keV

in downwards direction�� Intervals ��� keV in ��Y� 	�� keV in ��Sr and D���� keV in
the near�magic �	�Pr 
Fig��� bottom right� are close to intervals in other nuclei 
Table ���

��



Fig��� Top� Spacing distribution in levels of ��Mo number of states n��	�� �E�� and � keV��

Center� Distribution of intervals adjacent to D�x��� keV and ��� keV in spacing of ��Mo�

Bottom� Spacing distribution in ���Mo number of states n����� and DAIM �distribution for

x���� keV in upwards direction� for this nucleus�

��



Fig���� Top� Spacing distribution of levels in ��Y number of states n����� �E�� and � keV��

Center� Spacing distribution of levels in ��Y n��	�� in low�energy region ����� �E�� keV

left� and spacing distribution of neutron resonances of ��Y n��	� ���� �E���� keV��

Bottom� Distribution of intervals adjacent to D�x������ keV in resonances of ��Y� maximum

at DAIM������ keV in downwards direction� means that intervals ��� keV���� keV are fre�

quently appearing together left�� Spacing distribution of levels in �	�Pr n���� right�� interval

D���	� keV�Do in the near�magic �	�Pr Fig��� bottom right� and intervals ��� keV in ��Y

and ��� keV in ��Sr Fig���� as well as D���� keV and ��	� keV in �����Pd Fig����� are close

to the systems of above discussed intervals in light nuclei Fig��� and in nuclei around tin Fig����

��



Fig���� Top� Spacing distribution of levels in ��Sr number of states n������
Center� Distribution in adjacent intervals for x����� keV� in levels of ��Sr�
Bottom� D�distribution in ��Mo number of states n������ DAIM �distribution for x���� keV�

Maxima in spacing distributions in ��Sr and ��Mo shown in Fig��� correspond to stable
intervals ��� keV and �	� keV frequently forming a sequence of intervals 
see DAIM �
distributions for x����� keV and x��	� keV�� More data on spin values are needed for
the development of microscopic models of the above discussed systematic e�ects�

Intervals 	�� keV � ���� keV in ���Mo 
marked in AIM�distributions� Fig�� and
intervals D���� keV� ���� keV marked in spacing distribution in the near�magic ��Y

Fig��� top� are forming ��	�� relation� We observe the same relation �	��� in values
of adjacent intervals D�����	�� keV in ���Mo 
nucleus with two valence protons�� in
values of intervals D������	� keV in 	�Ca 
two valence neutrons� Fig�	 top� and intervals
D���������� keV in ��Ar 
two holes in 	�Ca� Fig	� bottom�� Hence all these independent
intervals are included in the corresponding lines m���	�� of Table � 
n��	 and ����

�	



� Conclusions

Nuclear data �les after inclusion of recent high�resolution results and resonance data
provide an information for further development of microscopic nuclear models for quan�
titative description of the observed tuning e�ects in nuclear excitation� Simultaneously
they provide a direct con�rmation of noticed long�range correlations in nuclear binding
energies which in its turn can be considered as an indirect support of the reality of long�
range correlations in tuning e�ects in particle masses including the observed and discussed
elsewhere �	�� the distinguished role of particle mass splitting� me� �mN � �m�� m�� m��
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